
we’re hiring...

Product God(dess):  Director of Technical Design & Product Development
Shinesty sells clothing that likes to party. The kind that turns heads and starts conversations. 
We’re growing fast. We’re funded. And we’re going to become the most fun, most loved clothing 
brand in the world. We take our work seriously but not ourselves.

The Ideal Candidate:
This role requires one highly organized, visionary motherfugger. The kind of person who 
understands and savors the challenge of growing a clothing brand faster than what they told 
you was possible in design school. This person needs relevant technical design and production 
experience but must also be innovative enough to break away from the traditional seasonal 
development cycle and work quickly, smartly, and creatively.

We are looking for someone who is looking to join an innovative company. Someone who will 
relish the opportunity to leverage their technical design and production experience to build 
just-in-time products, organized systems, and highly functioning teams that the good folks at 
Harvard Business School will write a case study about one day.

Skills:
Technical Design Expertise: Proficiency in grading, 
tolerances, and garment proportions across fabrications. 
Understanding of fit, fabric, trims, draping, patterns, print 
placements, and layouts. Ability to identify origin of fit issues, 
and present options to resolve. Ability to identify and 
communicate potential construction or costing issues.

Production Expertise: Intimate understanding of production 
cycle timeline including mill, printing, and trim timelines. 
Knowledge of supply chain, testing protocols, product 
integrity, and trade regulations. 

Communication Skills:  Amazing written and verbal 
communication for both internal communications and 
external communications with factories and vendors. Positive 
attitude with the ability to build lasting relationships with 
colleagues and factories.

Neurotic Organization: We move fast, reacting to trends 
before other brands. You must be an incredibly organized 
person to lead the technical design and production side of 
our business and to keep all aspects of design and 
development on time. 

Innovation: We move fast, break rules, and create amazing 
products. You must be a proactive problem solver with a 
willingness to learn. But you also must be someone who can 
think critically about design and development issues and 
implement changes that will help us accomplish business 
goals.

 

Responsibilities:
Technical Design Lead: Maintain tech packs with complete, 
pertinent information. Fit samples through various stages of 
process on live fit models. Communicate fit comments via 
Excel tech pack specs and create comments in Illustrator. 
Ensure fit and grading consistency is applied across all brand 
categories.

Production Lead: Manage the product development process 
from design hand-off to production. Manage team 
production calendar, meeting deadlines to ensure that 
products are delivered on time and within gross profit goals. 
Follow up on fit sample status and parcel sending/receiving 
consistently. Maintain all Production and WIP reports. 

Experience:
Minimum Education Level: 4 year Bachelor’s degree or 
equivalent

Minimum Experience: More than 5 years production and 
tech design experience

 

Interested?
Apply at: 

www.shinesty.com/pages/apply


